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FAMOUS 1915 BEAUTY SHOWS HOW TO

GRACEFUL FIGURE
If your body was "straight! as- - a

darning needle" it wouldn't be beau-
tiful, for the three divisions of the
body, the head, torso and limbs,-mus- t

follow. the laws of opposition. Thus
the angles padded by flesh become
curved and the figure is made
beautiful

But to keep one's figure beautiful
and graceful and the body 'healthy
one must exercise and the exercise
of opposition are best for this best
because they can be practiced by all
women.

America's 1915 beauty the fa
mous Kay Laurell of "Ziegfeld's Fol
lies,'1 is posed in, the accompanying
illustration to show a strong study
of the opposition of the bqdjrs divi-
sions

To exercise using the pose shown
in the illustration stand with the
weight on the balls of the feet and
the right hand on the hip. Swing
right foot back and shift entire
weight to that foot Let the head
swing back as far as posible and
throw up the left arm in a strong line
of opposition as shown in the pic
ture. Practice this morning and
night if you would acquire health,
beauty and grace.

o o
FORGOT HIMSELF

A clerk in a department store was
busily engaged trying to sell some
linens to a woman customer who was
very deaf. In explaining the merits
of his goods it was necessary for him
to talk through an ear trumpet Being
interrupted by a call to another part
of the store, he exclaimed to his cus-
tomer: "Just hold the phone, please;
111 be back in a moment"

o o
Dp not throw away cheese which

has become hard and dry; but grate it
and mix with enough cream to moist-
en. This, seasoned propjpiyr makes
delicious filling for tea or picnic
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